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Preface 

When one has traveUe.t •mong tnany «>unttit:r 1Uld books 1Uld 
men. one feels •'t times the need. to settle down for 0~ Fonwelve ye:m; 1 U"ed •t 4· rue deS.voie. 'P~ Y.I; butt have 
a.Jwa}'3" had. :o.nd still h«ve, '"'"en) othet" dOUtid.Jts in Fra,no:e anu 
abroad. Number 'I· rue de S.voie servec~ as a ldnd o( t\0~: 
1 would arrl'le there between ~ins, be~~ boats, and empty 
my $trltcases or drop someone oft, or COl'ISU.lt • boolt. ~eh time 
!left in a rush. my head bu"Y but my ~lean 'llld h.o~luls tree .•. 

tn the Isle de Fnn<::e C<)Uotry tbet"e it :tn old &~le. Jlclow the 
m:ee.pte,a little house. In this house, an a~ ~lock a.ru1 key. 
Bebi.11d the locked door. a. trunk With a~ eotnP~tnment. ln 
the fats.: bottom there is a 'Pravn SYJi:nge! ih the trunk ItSelf, 
manU$Crlp"'- The syringe, the rnanllSalpts, the trunk Were left 
behind by • prisoner. • Prbollet" In SP'!in; hut! am l'lOt. a \iaitn 
of the ~ll>O<ls swln,dle of th<: SP:o.nl$h Prisoner's trunk. 

The syringe is no longer sh.u-p. The lllaD\ISQipts are In a fright. 
fu1 state. They <xm.rotute the Works of Motava&ine, aut the 
trUnk wu left wlth me by ... by . •• by the Spanish l'tisont:r, 
Go<l's truth. .ad I m·ust not <CV<.«l hb. name.,. 

1 wiU not go on With this Prua.ce, fot the P!Utnt hook itSelf 
1z a pref:~.Q:, a t0<>4ong preface ~ the Complete Works of 
M~rw which 1 shan publish one da}', b~t Wbith 1 have not 
;ytt bad tUne to put In order. This ls Why the lll>.t>.IIS(:ripts wffi 
continue ~ lie In the trunk whh the fabe h9ttom, the tru-nk tn 
the attk. the attk ~ loc;k and key, in the little ho~tse. at the 
foot ol the old. $te p\~. in a li~ vill2.ge i.rt the We de France. 
vtttll I, Bla.ise Cen4nrs, no l<Jn&er proW\ about the world •mot~~: 
the ~mny bnds -.o<i books and tn<::t1.. 

As for b.Ms, tbcte. are land$ "1lWgh.Ju for boon_ htre ls o-ne. 
A$ (or m<:ll, l know liO In<Uly and ~ some, and I UC'ier grow 
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In Sight of Chaos by Mark Harris 1999 

A4 book, 200 pages 
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produce (and consequently reproduce) a complex form . This , of course , identifies an ontological 
purpose of technology, which is to be an extension of the hand. 

Paul Granjon takes technology as his subject in a series of video programmes called 2 Minutes of 
Experiment and Entertainment. He pokes fun at society's fascination with innovation , but also tries 
repeatedly to locate identity and reality within a rapidly changing world. His programmes-in which he 
is the commentator-reference children's educational programming and have the production value of 
Eurotrash. The subject matter is science and technology, but the methods he uses are resourceful and 
his material usually recuperated from cheap and discarded stock. In the first episode, Granjon 
experiments with the aerodynamics of. a particular doughnut available in Cardiff. His doughnut-plane 
will not fly. In the second, he tries, successfully this time, to create a "cybernetic parrot sausage" . He 
ends up with a German sausage that can identify itself, via the insert ion of an electronic speech 
recording device he borrows from a toy parrot. After two 'tries, the sausage says, " lch bin ein Wurst" 
and tw irls around in seeming ecstasy. Episode six is the most nostalgic and poignant, as Granjon 
returns a fish patty to its fishdom , by stripping off its batter coating, packaging it safely in a ziplock bag 
with a motor and propeller from a toy boat, and setting it free in the ocean off Marseil les. In a sense, 
Granjon is interested in the down side of progress: he's using outdated technology for its restitut ive 
potential rather than brand new technology for revolutionary progress. 

Density 
In the 1960s artists claimed to be able to reduce the meaning of a work of art to only what existed on its 
surface. This idea is embodied in Frank Stella's wel l-known quotation, "what you see is what you see". 
Stella, coming out of painting, tended to remain interested in what was interpreted visually, but an artist 
like Joseph Kosuth proposed that content could stand on its own. His main st rategy was to make 
tautolog ically structured works, systems that made their procedures and internal propositions evident, 
and thus one and the same. 

We now know that, while representing a compelling ground zero, many of these ideas could not be 
sustained very long. A multifarious content seemed to explode back into art w ithin a decade of 

Paul Granjon Diagram of the Synthetic Doughnut. from 2 Minutes of Experiment and Entertainment #1. 1996 
Video still 
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Kosuth 's and Stella's radical propositions. Along the same lines, in a work from 1998, Mark Harris 
questions one of Kosuth 's best known and most evidently tautological works: One and Three Chairs . 
If Kosuth 's work claimed to exhaust the possible definitions of a chair, Harris arrives with a counter
example, loaded with cultural baggage: the cover of the Dead Kennedys' album, Holiday in Cambodia , 
which pictures a harrowing photograph of a prisoner, tied to a tree , about to be killed by a Khmer 
Rouge soldier wielding a chair remarkably similar to Kosuth's. What also marks the sea-change since 
the sixties is that Kosuth was not only interested in his idea but willingly gave Harris a version of the 
original piece to use, effectively collaborating with Harris in exposing his earlier stance. The point here 
for Harris is to identify what is outside the so-called frame of the autonomous art object; in the case of 
Kosuth's chair, Harris brings into the discussion a use-factor other than what the chair was intended for, 
and also the cultural and historical context hidden in Kosuth 's work. In dumbfounded, Harris has 
presented a book, made of reproductions of the first and last pages of 1 00 books. it begins with and 
borrows its title from Herman Hesse's In Sight of Chaos, which is a rumination on literature's ability to 
predict historical changes. The first lines of Hesse are central to the book's structure: he begins , 
"it appears to me that what I call the Downfall of Europe is foretold and explained with extreme 
clearness in Dostoevsky's works and in the most concentrated form in The Brothers Karamazoff ". 
Hesse brings the historical into alignment with the creative; Harris's book extends this premise, making 
a complex web of literary references and artistic responses to ideas about twentieth-century history, 
from Freud and Nietzsche to Sontag, that ultimately indexes Harris himself. 

In a certain sense, David Cheeseman effects a similar critique of hardlined Conceptual art, and also 
Min imalism , by introducing content back into a structured system of making objects. In an untit led 
piece from 1996, Cheeseman cut up a small oriental carpet into squares, and reconstituted it by placing 
each piece into a low rectangular grid constructed of glass. While the shape and size of the elements in 
the work are structurally linked and quite simple, Cheeseman was also interested in another element 
not so material: an illusionistic surface created by the glass' refraction of the calor of the carpet. What 
was surface is now deep. Cheeseman played with the same illusion of depth in Skin Deep , where he set 
300,000 or so glass capillary tubes into the surface of another carpet. He has used the same technique 

Mark Harris and Joseph Kosuth Reference ("One and Three Chairs [Etymofogicalj", 1965}, 1998, by Joseph Kosuth, 
chosen by Mark Harris to be shown in conjunction with the Dead Kennedys' Holiday in Cambodia, 1979 
Framed black and white photograph, record cover, 1998, 150 x21 0 cm 
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DIAGRAY 5 

THE I.NFLUE.NCE OF THE AUT OXOJIIC 
I.N THE PRODUCTION OF SOME COJ.fMOS BO 

WHICH ACCOMPANY XERT'O US 

Mesl:age to Bnio.. 

"Look out! Dangor ! Ckt 
roady to fight or run 
away !" 

-"'f.._ 

~ Hair standi on end . --- . 

~ \ ,' ' -4 Pupils dilate. 

NERVOUS ~~~\\ \ \ 

SYSTEM. \~h \\ 'y:;u2. Skin sweats. 

\I ll \ \ 
',\ \ \ \ 

1\1\\ \ \ '=$ Mouth dries up. 
, •I' , \ 

Thi! !!)"tern COfttrols all the I •
1
1 1\ \ \ 

organs and glands of the • 'I 1
\ I () Heart q~ickens 

body quite automatically. \I \ \ V "Thumps and pounds". 

I I\ I\ \ 
I\\\\ db Lungs breailie quid1y. 

\' ,. 
Normally it is perfrctly bal- \\\I - - - Blood pressure rises. 
anced, one part, for instance,\\\\ 
makes the heart beat fast-
another makes it beat slowly. 1 I \ \ ~ 

\ 1 1 ~ Digestion stops. 
\\ ,,, 
\ \ f1J 0 0 ' I n Intestmes feel "T•ed 
\ , /, up" as sphincters close. 

It is under ilie influence of ema:' " ~ 
tion (any kind) which can upset' _-__ 
this balance and so ~:a use symp- \. - } Bladder and sex dis-
tonu. 'o turbances. 
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Some typical bodily 
symptoms which 
occur in response 10 
danger (REAL or 
IMAGINED). 
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